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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE-2(FTC), TINSUKIA  

                             Sessions case No. 158(T) 2015

                      U/S 398 of the IPC  r.w Sec. 25(1)(a) Arms Act.                

Present :   Md. Abdul Hakim, M.A.,LL.B,

                 Addl. Sessions  Judge-2 (FTC),

                 Tinsukia.

       The State of Assam

               -Vs-

1.  Sri   Dinesh  Neog   
                      ----------Accused

 

Appearance:

                              For the State : Sri R.C Das, Ld. A.P.P,

                              For the accused: Sri. S. Chetia, Advocate.

                                                                 

                              Date of evidence : 23.02.2016, 04.04.2017, 

                                        26.04.2017, 06.09.19.
      

                              Date of argument : 13.09.2019

                           Date of judgment :  24.09.2019

 

                                                    J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1.         The   Prosecution  set in motion in view of the FIR lodged by  Sri

Ajoy  Singh  Rawat Army officer by  which  alleged  that   on 31.12.09

at  about  6:30  AM   at   Maithang   area   on   N.H   no.  52  under

Kakapather P.S three persons namely, 1) Manik  Gohain @ Munim, 2)
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Dinesh  Neog  @ Dutta  & 3)  Ramen  Moran  @  Penny  Moran were

interpreted  by  the  personnel  of  Army  camp of  Kakapather  as

well  as  police  personnel  concerned  P.S when the  three accused

persons  were  attempted to  commit  robbery in  and  around  the

said  area.  That  the accused  were  found  in  possession  with

prohibited  arms  and  ammunition  in  contravention  of  Section 7

of  the  Arms  Act.  One  12 bore  gun,  one  cartridge  and  one

hunting  knife  was  recovered  by  them  during  search  operation. 

2.          Receiving  the FIR, Kakapather P.S. registered a case being  no.

70/09 and investigated the case. On completion of the investigation,

charge sheet was filed against the  accused Sri Manik Gohain and  Sri

Dinesh  Neog  and forwarded them  to face the trial. During  trial  the

case  against  accused  Sri  Manik  Gohain  was  filed  basing  on  the

report  of P/A  and the report of the E.O.

3.        On  appearance  before  the  court   by  the accused person

Dinesh  Neog, copy was  furnished  to him u/s 207 Cr.P.C. Thereafter,

the GR case no. 1693/09 was committed to the Court of Session by

the Addl. C.J.M Tinsukia. The GR case no. 1693/09 was registered as

session’s case no. 158(T) /2015 and transferred to this court for trial.

4.        On   appearance   of  the  accused  Dinesh  Neog and upon

hearing both sides and considering the materials on record my Ld.

predecessor had framed the charge  u/s 398 IPC r.w 25(1)(a) of  the

Arms  Act, particulars of which on being read over and explained the

accused  person had pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

5.       During  trial,  prosecution  examined  Four  (4)  witnesses to

prove the case. The accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and  his

pleas were total denial. He has heard argument put forward by the

ld.  Counsels  from both  sides  as  well  as  gone  through  the  entire

evidence available on record to adjudicate the case.
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6. Point for determination :-

(i) Whether  the  accused  persons on 31.12.09  at about

6:30 AM  at  Maithang  area  on  N.H  no. 52 under

Kakapather P.S three persons namely, 1) Manik  Gohain

@ Munim,  2)  Dinesh  Neog  @ Dutta   &  3)   Ramen

Moran  @  Penny  Moran were  interpreted  by  the

personnel  of  Army  camp of  Kakapather  as  well  as

police   personnel   concerned   P.S  when  the   three

accused persons  were  attempted to  commit  robbery

in   and   around   the   said   area    and   thereby

committed  an  offence punishable  U/s. 398 IPC?

(ii) Whether the  accused persons  on  the  same  day,

time   and   place   were  found   in   possession   with

prohibited  arms  and  ammunition  in  contravention  of

Section 7  of  the Arms  Act  as  one  12 bore  gun,  one

cartridge  and  one  hunting  knife  was  recovered  by

the law  enforcing  agencies  during  search  operation.

and  thereby  committed  an  offence punishable  U/s.

25(1)(a) Arms  Act? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

 

7.        P.W.1, Sri Nabin Hazarikia  has  deposed  that he does not know

the accused Dinesh Neog.  The incident  took place in the year 2010.

He was present at Kakapather PS. On that day police obtained his

signature  on a seizure-list in respect of a gun which was recovered

by the police near the Maithong river bridge.    

8.        The cross-examination  of  this witness  is  declined  by  defence.

9.       P.W.2,  Sri Puspadhar  Duwari  has   deposed   that  he does not

know the accused Dinesh Neog.  The incident  took place  6/7 years

back. On the day of incident  he came to the Kakapather PS. Then OC

of   Kakapather  PS.  told  him  that   they  recovered  one  gun  at
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Maithong area which was kept underground by concealing it. Police

prepared the seizure-list after recovery  of the gun and he  puts his

signature thereon as seizure-list.     

10. The  cross-examination  of   this   witness   is   declined  by

defence.

11.  P.W.3 Sri  Pradip  Changmai  has  deposed  that  in December,

2009   he was  attached  to Kakapather  police  station  as  a  Nayak.

He could  not  remember anything  about   accompanying army  on

the  day  of  the  incident. Ext. 1 is  a  seizure-list and  Ext. 1(1)  is

his signature. However, after  going through  the  seizure-list, he  is

unable  to recollect  anything. He knows  S/I, Pranjal Pratim  Saikia.

After  mentioned his  name even he  does  not  recollect  anything.

He does  not  recollect if  Pranjal Pratim  Saikia has  recorded  his

statement. After  reading over  the  statement  to  the  witness  still

maintains  that  he  does  not recollect  anything.

At  this  stage, the  Prosecution  has  declared  this  witness as

hostile  with  due  permission of  the  Court. 

On giving suggestion the PW 3 has denied the  suggestion  that “he

has  stated  before  the I.O  that  on 31.12.09  in  the  morning at

about  6 AM  some personnel of  army  camp  of  Kakapather  came

to  their police  station  and requested  the  OC  to depot  one  police

personal. Accordingly, as  per  the  direction of  the  OC  he  went

alongwith   them.   While   proceeding   from Kakapather   towards

Maithong  they saw  three  armed persons  with a  Maruti  car  and

seeing  them  they  stopped  at  Tiniali of  Panigaon. Those  three

persons   seeing  the  army  tried  to  run  away  but army  persons

could  apprehend  two  persons out  of  three  and one  person was

able  to  flee  away. On  being  interrogated they  disclosed  their

names  as  Dinesh  and  Munim and  told  that   one person named,

Peny  of  Maithong  Gaon had  informed  them and  they have  come

there  to commit  dacoity. He  denies  the  suggestion  that he  stated

before  police  that  thereafter  army  people  after  apprehending
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Peny  produced  all  these  persons  to Kakapather  P.S.  He  also

denies   the   suggestion   that  one   gun,  one  cartridge  and  one

hunting knife was  recovered  from those  persons  and  was  seized

by  the  army. He  also denies  the  suggestion  that  he knows the

contents of  Ext. 1 and he  is  willingly  depositing  falsely  that he

does  not   know   about   its   contents”.  He   also  denies   the

suggestion  that he  is  deposing  falsely. He has stated that he could

not recognize  the  accused  standing  in  the  dock. 

12.  In Cross-examination he has  stated  that  he  does  not  know

about the occurrence. He does not  know  who  were  arrested in

connection  with  this  case.         

13. P.W.4, Sri  Biswajyoti  Sarmah (Inspector)   has  deposed  that

on 16.01.13  he was  posted at  Kakapather   as  2nd  Officer. On  that

day,  the  then  OC,  Sri Mukul  Hazarika  handed  over him  the

charge  of  investigation. The  earlier  I.O was  Sri Pranjal  Pratim

Saikia. He  died in  an  encounter on 15.11.11 as  per  his  Case

Diary  record. As  per  his Case  Diary he came  to  know  that  the

case  was  lodged  by Hawildar Sri  Ajoy  Singh  Raut of  8th Garowal

Rifles. Ext. 2 is  the  said  ejahar. Ext. 2(1)  is  the  signature  of  the

Hawildar Sri  Ajoy  Singh  Raut. Ext. 2(2)  is  the  signature  of  the

I/C,   Sri   Sarbeswar   Saikia   of   Kakapather   P.S.     During   his

investigation he prayed  to  the District  Magistrate,  Tinsukia  for

Prosecution  Sanction against  the  accused  Manik  Gohain  and

Dinesh  Neog.  Accordingly,   he   received  Prosecution   Sanction

against   the  accused persons.  Ext.  3  is   the  said   Prosecution

Sanction. Ext. 3(1) is  the  signature of  the  District Magistrate. On

completion  of  the  investigation,  he has submitted  the   charge-

sheet  against  the  accused Manik  Gohain  and  Dinesh Neog  U/s.

398 IPC r.w  section  25(1)(a)  Arms  Act.  Ext. 4  is the  charge-sheet

under  his hand writing. He  has  gone  through  the  Case  Diary  and

found  that  earlier I.O Sri  P.P  Saikia  had  recorded  the statements

of   witnesses   namely,   Hawildar   Ajoy   Singh   Raut,  Sri   Nabin

Hazarika,  Sri  Puspadhar  Duwari, Nayak  Diganta Singh, Nayak  Ajoy
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Singh,  Nayak Sri  Pradip  Changmai. Accordingly,  Armorour  report

was  also  collected from  the Armorour  Dilip  Das  of  2nd  APBN,

Makum.  Ext.  5 is   the  Armorour  Report,  Ext.  Ext.  5(1)  is  the

signature  of Armorour. PW.3,   Sri  Pradip  Changmai  stated  before

police  that on  31.12.09  at  6 AM  some  personnel of  Army  camp

sought  one  police  person  as per  the  direction  of  the  OC,

Kakapather P.S. He  visited  the P.O  alongwith  Army  personnel.

While  proceeding  towards   Kakapather  from Maithong they saw

three  Armed  personnel  with  a  Maruti  car  and  seeing  them  they

stopped   at   Panigaon   Tiniali.  But   Army   personnel   could

apprehend  two  persons  out  of  three persons  and one person  flee

away.  On  being  interrogated  they  disclosed  their  names   as

Dinesh  and  Munin  and  told  that one person  named  Peny  of

Maithong  gaon  had  informed  them  and  they have come  from

there  to  commit  dacoity. Ext. 6  is  the  said 161 Cr.P.C  statement.  

14.  In Cross-Examination he has  stated  that  in  this  case  he

has only  prayed  for  Prosecution  Sanction and  submitted  charge-

sheet.

15. With regard  to  the point  for  determination the  Ld.  Defence

counsel  has  pointed  out (i) that  there  is  not  an  iota  of  evidence

to   prove   that   that  the   accused had  attempted  to   commit

robbery  in  the Maithang  area  alongwith  the  other  two  accused

persons. (ii) that the Prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  that  the

alleged  weapons  were seized  and  recovered  from  the  possession

of   accused  Dinesh  Neog.  The  PW.1,  PW2.PW.3,   the  material

witnesses  have  not  alleged  that  the  alleged  weapon  were

recovered  from  the  accused  Dinesh  Neog. Although  the  PW.3  is

declared  hostile  and  his  statement  U/s. 161  Cr.P.C proved  by  the

prosecution   but  there   is   no   material   circumstances   or

independent  witnesses  have  supported  the  statement. Hence,

the  statement  recorded  U/s. 161  Cr.P.C  by  the  I.O  is   doubtful

and  suspicious. (iii) that  no independent  witnesses  or  material

circumstances   have   proved   the   prosecution   story.  Hence,
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prosecution  story  becomes  doubtful. (iv) that the prosecution  has

failed  to   link or  connect  the  accused  Dinesh  Neog  with  the

alleged  offence.  Thus  the  prosecution has  failed  to  prove  the

allegation  against  the  accused  Dinesh  Neog. The  Ld. Defence

counsel  has  submitted  and  has  prayed  to  acquit  the  accused

and  set  him at  liberty. 

 
16. In   reply  Ld.   Addl.  P.P   has  denied  the  points   of   the

defence  side. 

17.  Under  hearing  both  side, I  have  gone through the   material

evidence  on  record it  is found that  the  complainant Ajoy Singh

Rawat  has  lodged  an  FIR,  Ext. 2  alleging  inter  alia  that on

31.12.09  on  specific  information of  presence  of   three   arms

suspected   cadre   a   joint    operation   was   launched  by   8th

Garowal  Rifles, 4CISU  and  police  station  Kakapather  at  0615h.

At  0630h,  in  the  area  of  village  Maithong  NH 52  the  joint  party

noticed  movement  of  three  men  on  the  road. On  challenging

the  armed  men  tried  to  run  away. Two  of  those  men  were

caught   by  their  party  while  one  managed  to  escape.  One  122

bore  gun  (make  unknown),  one  cartridge,  and  one  hunting  knife

were  recovered  from  the  suspects.  They  were  then  brought  to

Kakapather   Police   Station   where   they   were   handed   over

alongwith   the   recovered   weapons,   for   interrogation.   On

investigation ,  one  of  the  individuals named  another  accomplice

from  Maithong.   On  this  input,   another  joint   operation  was

launched  at  0830 hr  in  Maithong  and  another  suspect,  Romen

Moran  @  Penny  Moran  was  caught  and  arrested.  He  was  then

brought  to  Kakapather  P/S. Name  of  persons  apprehended  were

as  follows a) Manik  Gohain  @  Munim b) Dinesh Neog  @  Dutta. c)

Romen   Moran   @   Penny   Moran.  The   following   items   were

recovered  from  the  above  Linkmen/suspected  cadres:- a)  01 X 12

bore  Rifle  (make  unknown), b)  01 X Cartridge, c)  01 X  Hunting

knife. During  the  operation  no  personal  casualties  and  material

reported  and  the  above  individuals  have  been  handed over to

PS  Kakapather  for  interrogation  and  necessary  action. 
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18. Upon  perusal  of  the  evidence  of  the  PW’s, it  is  found  that

no  witnesses  have corroborated the FIR. The PW’s have not deposed

that  the  alleged  weapons  were  recovered  from  the  accused

Dinesh  Neog. Although  PW.3  has admitted  his  signature, Ext.1(1)

on  the seizure-list,  but  in  course of  cross-examination  he  has

stated  that  he  does  not  know  anything about  the  occurrence

and   who   are   arrested   in   connection   with   this   case.   No

independent witnesses   have  supported  the  prosecution  story.

Hence, it cast a doubt  about  the  prosecution  story.  

19. There  is   no   material  circumstances   which   can   be

connected   the  accused  with  the  alleged  offence. There  is  no

coherent  link of  circumstances  against  the  accused  Dinesh  Neog.

Although   it   is   alleged   that   the   accused   persons   were

apprehended while  attempting  to commit  dacoity  in  the  area  of

Maithong. But   the  FIR  alleged that  the  accused  person  was a

suspected  ULFA  cadre. But there  is  no  corroboration of claim of

suspected   ULFA   cadre  by  the   prosecution  by  any   material

evidence. Hence,  it  cast  a  doubt  about  the  authenticity  of  the

prosecution  story.  

20.  Under  the above  facts  and  circumstances and  taking  note

of   the   evidence   on  record  I  am of  considered   opinion   that

Prosecution has  failed  to  prove  the  case  against  the  accused

U/s. 398 IPC r.w 25(1)(a) Arms  Act beyond  all reasonable  doubts.

Hence, the  accused  Dinesh  Neog is  acquitted  on  benefit  of

doubt and set at liberty. 

21.  Keep the  seized  materials  till  the  disposal  of  the  trial  of

the  other  two  accused persons. 

22.  The bail  bond  of  the  accused  is  extended U/S 437(A) of

the  Cr.P.C. 
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23. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the  24 th

day of  September, 2019.                                                            

Dictated & corrected   by me           

      (Md. Abdul Hakim)                                        (Md. Abdul Hakim)

  Addl. Sessions Judge-2(FTC),                     Addl. Sessions Judge-2(FTC),

                   Tinsukia.                                                        Tinsukia.

Transcribed by:

 P.D Phukan (Steno).
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   A  N  N  E  X  U  R  E

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

 PW.1, Sri Nobin  Hazarika,

 PW.2, Sri Puspadhar  Duwari,

 PW.3, Sri  Pradip  Changmai,

 PW.4  Sri Biswajyoti  Sarmah(Inspector).

PROSECUTION DOCUMENTS :

          Ext. 1, Seizure-list,

 Ext. 2,  Ejahar, 

 Ext. 3, Prosecution Sanction,

          Ext. 4, charge-sheet.    

 Ext. 5,  Armorour  Report,           

 Ext. 6,  Statement  of  Witness, NK/549 Pradip  Changmai. 

(Md. Abdul Hakim)
Addl. Sessions Judge-2(FTC),

                                        Tinsukia 

                              


